Welcome to today’s workshop!
We’ll Get Started Soon!
Climate change is the defining issue of our time – and we are at a defining moment.

António Guterres,
United Nations Secretary-General,
10 September, 2018

We’ll Get Started Soon!
Please enter your name, organization, and where you are from in the chat box.
Please put your name, organization, and location in the chat!

“SO, NO MATTER HOW BAD THINGS MAY LOOK, YOU JUST HAVE TO SAY TO YOURSELF, ‘HEY, IT’S NOT THE END OF THE WORLD!’”
We’ll Get Started Soon!

Please enter your name, organization, and where you are from in the chat box.
We’ll Get Started Soon!

“Climate change is the single greatest threat to a sustainable future but, at the same time, addressing the climate challenge presents a golden opportunity to promote prosperity, security and a brighter future for all.”

--Ban Ki-Moon, Former Secretary-General of UN

Please put your name, organization, and location in the chat!
“When we choose to protect others, we are also protecting ourselves. We cannot achieve climate justice, without uplifting and supporting all communities.”

—Intersectional Environmentalist
So excited you are here!
Welcome to the Workshop!

GEEP Workshop

What’s the Buzz About Net Zero Education?

December 14, 2023
12:00–2:00 PM U.S. Eastern Time
Register: bit.ly/BuzzAboutNetZero
A very timely topic!
The GEEP Is a Learning Network

GOAL: To create a vibrant and inclusive learning network designed to build capacity in countries around the world to strengthen environmental education leading to a more just and sustainable future.
Thanks to all our partners!

Ministry of Environment

Global Environmental Education Partnership Asia-Pacific Regional Center

United States Environmental Protection Agency

North American Association for Environmental Education

Forest Service, Department of Agriculture
NAAEE: Who We Are!

The professional association, champion, and backbone organization for the field of environmental education, working with a diverse group of educators in the United States, Canada, Mexico and in many other parts of the world to advance environmental education.

naaee.org
Strengthening EE around the World
thegeep.org
What’s the Buzz about Net Zero Education?

A virtual workshop
December 14, 2023
We have a fantastic line-up!
• Type questions in the chat throughout
• For closed captions and translated captions, click Closed Captions
• This workshop will be recorded and shared
Use chat to join conversation & ask questions

Live captioning and translations click “Closed Captions”
Automate translated captions
Select your preferred language (31 options!)
Thanks, Carrie!

Carrie Albright
Social Media and Communications Coordinator
Workshop Facilitator

Martha Monroe
Professor Emerita, University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida, USA
Net Zero Workshop, Part 1
12:00 – 1:00 ET

Shaun Martin, WWF-US
*What, Why, When, Who, How, Huh?*
Questions for Shaun

TC Chang, NTNU, Taiwan
*Taiwan’s Policy Toward Net Zero*

Jen Kretser, The Wild Center, US
Kathayoon Khalil, New England Aquarium
*How educators approach Net Zero*
Questions for Jen, Kathayoon, and Shaun

Net Zero Workshop, Part 2
1:00 – 2:00 ET

Net zero challenges and opportunities for education

Alan Reid, Monash Univ, Australia
Bill Scott, Univ of Bath, UK
*Panel Moderator*
Christina Kwauk, Unbounded Associates
Nicole Ardoin, Stanford Univ
Ginger Potter, USEPA
Kathayoon Khalil, New England Aquarium

Questions for the Panel
Strengthening Environmental Education Around the World

What do you think?
Shaun Martin
Vice President, Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience
Washington DC, USA
TC Chang

Professor, Taiwan Normal University
Taipei, Taiwan
Jen Kretser
Director of Climate Initiatives
The Wild Center, New York, USA

Kathayoon Khalil
Associate Vice President of Conservation Learning
New England Aquarium, Boston, USA
CLIMATE
JUSTICE
What do we mean by “climate justice”?
Why does climate justice matter?
What does it look like to center climate justice?
Climate justice and Net Zero Education
Quick Stretch Break
Welcome Back!
What’s the Buzz about Net Zero Education?

A virtual workshop
December 14, 2023

Part Two
Thanks to all our partners!
Net Zero Workshop, Part 1
12:00 – 1:00 ET

Shaun Martin, WWF-US
*What, Why, When, Who, How, Huh?*
Questions for Shaun

TC Chang, NTNU, Taiwan
*Taiwan’s Policy Toward Net Zero*

Jen Kretser, The Wild Center, US
Kathayoon Khalil, New England Aquarium
*How educators approach Net Zero*

Questions for Jen, Kathayoon, and Shaun

Net Zero Workshop, Part 2
1:00 – 2:00 ET

*Net zero challenges and opportunities for education*

Alan Reid, Monash Univ, Australia

Bill Scott, Univ of Bath, UK
*Panel Moderator*

Christina Kwauk, Unbounded Associates
Nicole Ardoin, Stanford Univ
Ginger Potter, USEPA
Kathayoon Khalil, New England Aquarium

Questions for the Panel
TC Change
Asia Pacific Regional Center

Shaun Martin
WWF

Jen Kretser
The Wild Center

Kathayoon Khalil
NE Aquarium

Part One Line-Up
Net Zero Workshop, Part 1
12:00 – 1:00 ET

Shaun Martin, WWF-US
*What, Why, When, Who, How, Huh?*
Questions for Shaun

TC Chang, NTNU, Taiwan
*Taiwan’s Policy Toward Net Zero*

Jen Kretser, The Wild Center, US
Kathayoon Khalil, New England Aquarium
*How educators approach Net Zero*

Questions for Jen, Kathayoon, and Shaun

Net Zero Workshop, Part 2
1:00 – 2:00 ET

*Net zero challenges and opportunities for education*

Alan Reid, Monash Univ, Australia
Bill Scott, Univ of Bath, UK
*Panel Moderator*
Christina Kwauk, Unbounded Associates
Nicole Ardoin, Stanford Univ
Ginger Potter, USEPA
Kathayoon Khalil, New England Aquarium

Questions for the Panel
Alan Reid
Professor
Monash University, Australia
Our Panel Moderator

Bill Scott
Professor Emeritus of Education,
United Kingdom
Thanks to everyone!

We’ll send out the recording, chat, and slides to everyone.
"It was commissioned in the 1890s by climate scientists."

Thanks again to Martha, Carrie, and all our speakers. And thanks to all of you for being here and for your great questions.
CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION

Reach Your Climate Education Goals!

https://naaee.org/programs
Also check out the resources from our partners, including WWF, NOAA, UNEP, CLEAN, ACE, and so many more.
Thank You